Flash memory based SSDs are currently being considered as a promising candidate for replacing hard disks due to several superior features such as shorter access time, lower power consumption and better shock resistance. However, SSDs have different characteristics from hard disk such as difference of unit and time for read, write and erase operation and impossibility for over-writing. Because of these reasons, SSDs have disadvantages on hard disk based systems, so FTL(Flash Translation Layer) is designed to increase SSDs' efficiency.
IF it is possible for the flushed data to be transformed to super-block-mapping with data which have been saved by using block-mapping-method on same physical super block THEN 28 :
Eliminate mapping pointers for block-mapping 29 :
Append a new pointer for super-block-mapping 30 :
Save flushed data by super-block-mapping 31 : ELSE 32 :
Save flushed data by block-mapping 참 고 문 헌
